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1. Introduction
The only way to remove pending issues associated with systematic errors due to quenching
in lattice QCD is carrying out simulation with dynamical quarks. Among several ongoing projects
generating 2+1 flavour dynamical gauge ensembles, a striking characteristics of that by the RBC-
UKQCD Collaborations is in their usage of domain wall fermions (DWF) for the sea quarks. DWF
breaks chiral symmetry only by a small amount and thus has least discretization error. There are a
lot of extensive measurements planned on the ensemble in near future.
We report our calculation of the static quark potential and preliminary results of lattice spacing
a from Sommer scale r0 ≈ 0.5 fm [1] on the RBC-UKQCD gauge ensembles.
2. Calculation
The static potential V (~r) between a quark and anti-quark pair at relative spatial displacement
~r, is calculated from the Wilson loop 〈W (~r, t)〉: 〈W (~r, t)〉=C(~r)e−V (~r)t +(“excited states”), with a
normalisation C(~r =~0) = 1.
We calculate 〈W (~r, t)〉 in lattice QCD with 2+1 flavour domain wall fermion [2] and several
gauge actions (Iwasaki [3], DBW2 [4], and more negative rectangle coefficient, c1, actions) on
163 × 32 lattice with fifth dimension size, Ls=8, and domain wall height, M5=1.8. The reason for
calculating several gauge actions was to search for actions producing smaller residual mass, mres, at
fixed Ls and lattice spacing a [5]. In quenched simulations, changing c1 caused a drastic reduction
of mres: m(Wilson)res ≈ 10×m(Iwasaki)res ≈ 100×m(DBW2)res at a−1 ≈ 2 GeV [6]. We use three degenerate
up and down quark masses, mu,d = 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, and the strange quark mass ms = 0.04 was our
best pre-simulation estimate of the physical strange quark mass. Simulation parameters are tabled
in Table 1, 2 and 3.
We compare two independent analyses, both of which implement APE smearing [7] for spatial
links to improve the signal/noise.
The main difference between these analyses is the path connecting the quark and anti-quark
in a time slice (Figure 1). The first analysis (Type-I) is carried out using the closest path to the
diagonal line connecting the quark-antiquark. This path is determined by Bresenham algorithm [8]
in the same way as [9, 10]. The second path (Type-II) is the taxi driver’s path employed by Chroma
code [11]. The smearing coefficient and number of smearing steps are tuned to be (csmear,Nsmear) =
(0.50,20 ∼ 40), where the overlap with ground state, C(~r), is approximately its maximum.
The physical parameters are obtained by fitting the lattice value of V (~r) to the function: V (~r) =
V0−α/|~r|+σ |~r|, from which Sommer scale r0/a =
√
(1.65−α)/σ is determined in lattice unit.
For each gauge action and fixed gauge coupling β , we estimate lattice scale a−1 assuming r0 = 0.5
fm in the chiral limit. Note this assumption turns out to be consistent with the other scale setting
ansatz using rho meson mass, mρ = 770 MeV in previous simulations [9, 12].
3. Results
Figure 2 shows potentials measured using Type-I and Type-II paths. These two analyses were
performed on same ensemble (β = 2.2, mu,d = ms = 0.04 on Table 1), and central values are con-
sistent with each other within statistical error. Sharply impoved signals (red circles) for relatively
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Figure 1: Sketch of the path connecting quark and
anti-quark. Type-I (red) is the closest path to diago-
nal line (green) by Bresenham algorithm, and Type-II
(blue) is the taxi driver’s path. 0 2 4 6 8 10r
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Figure 2: V (~r) vs |~r| for Iwasaki action, β = 2.20,
mu,d = ms = 0.04.
long distance off-axis spatial paths indicate that the ¯Q-Q state by Type-I has larger overlap with the
ground state than that by Type-II. This is reasonably consistent with the picture of the QCD-string
connecting quark and anti-quark.
The time separation of Wilson loop, t, is chosen to minimise excited states contamination to the
ground state potential by monitoring t dependence of V (~r). Then V (~r) is fit to the formula for |~r| ∈
[rmin,rmax]. Figure 3 show r0 as a function of dynamical quark mass, mu,d +mres, for several fixed
β ’s. To estimate lattice spacing a, we take the extrapolation to the point mu,d +mres = 0 linearly
and obtain r0/a in this limit (open symbols) from simulation points (filled symbols). Preliminary
results of this extrapolation and the value of a−1 are summarised in Table 1, 2 and 3, in which
data at the simulation points are listed as well. For the Type-I data, we estimate systematic errors
by the dependence of the results on the fit ranges in extracting potentials from Wilson loop and
in fitting the potentials to the specific function introduced in Section 1. We estimate these errors
from the variation of central values for rmin ∈ [
√
2,
√
6], rmax ∈ [7,9], t = 5,6. Available results for
Iwasaki β = 2.13 and DBW2 β = 0.764 are obtained by Type-II path. Analysis by Type-I path is
under progress. In particular, RBC-UKQCD has started their major production run using Iwasaki
β = 2.13 on 243×64 lattice with Ls = 16. Our results for Iwasaki β = 2.13 provide properties of
this ensemble.
Finally we measure the magnitude of discretization error using the data from all ensembles
we measured. Due to the (almost exact) chiral symmetry of DWF, the scaling violation is expected
as O((aΛQCD)2)+O(amres) ∼ O(1)% for the parameters used. We examine this expectation by
plotting a pair of dimensionless quantities, ((r0mpi)2,r0mρ) in Figure 4. mpi , mρ are pseudo-scalar
and vector meson masses respectively at relatively large valence quark mass set to be equal to
sea quark mass mu,d [13]. If scaling were perfect (no discretization error), all data points are
on a universal curve in the two dimensional plane. The left panel of Figure 4 demonstrates the
expectation is true for these quantities: points are on a line within statistical error (<∼ 5 % ).
We also compare DBW2 β = 0.80 results with those of two flavour (red square) and quenched
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Figure 3: r0 as a function of dynamical quark mass for Iwasaki (left) and DBW2 (right) gauge action. Each
line shows linear extrapolation to the chiral limit, mu,d +mres → 0, for fixed β ’s indicated in legends.
β mu,d # conf Alg Path r0/a a−1 [GeV]
0.04 320 4.788(35)(30) 1.890(14)(12)
2.20 0.02 177 RHMC Type-I 5.005(44)(48) 1.975(17)(19)
−mres =−0.0065(1) − 5.293(112)(81) 2.089(44)(32)
0.04 306 4.069(46) 1.606(18)
2.13 0.02 300 RHMC Type-II 4.270(50) 1.685(20)
−mres =−0.0104(2) − 4.576(145) 1.806(57)
Table 1: Results of r0 for Iwasaki gauge action (c1 = −0.331). ms = 0.04, Ls = 8, M5 = 1.8. Note our
estimation for lattice cut off, a−1, is the values at chiral limit, mu,d →−mres.
β mu,d # conf Alg Path r0/a a−1 [GeV]
0.80 0.04 200 Ralg Type 5.014(38)(67) 1.979(15)(26)
-I
0.04 165 4.600(49)(16) 1.815(19)(6)
0.78 0.02 180 RHMC Type 4.863(54)(142) 1.929(21)(56)
−mres =−0.00437(6) − -I 5.184(134)(335) 2.046(53)(132)
0.04 310 4.415(41) 1.742(16)
0.764 0.02 300 RHMC Type 4.737(105) 1.869(41)
−mres =−0.00546(7) − -II 5.147(244) 2.031(96)
0.04 280 3.554(31)(67) 1.403(12)(27)
0.72 0.02 400 RHMC Type 3.841(39)(61) 1.516(15)(24)
0.01 150 -I 4.029(63)(27) 1.590(25)(11)
−mres =−0.01066(7) − 4.319(80)(28) 1.704(32)(11)
Table 2: Same as Table 1 for DBW2 action (c1 =−1.4069).
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β c1 # conf Alg Path r0/a a−1 [GeV]
0.53 −2.3 160 Ralg Type-I 5.074(48)(48) 2.002(19)(19)
0.48 180 4.002(57)(60) 1.579(22)(24)
0.36 135 5.060(66)(33) 1.997(26)(13)
0.33 −3.57 145 Ralg Type-I 4.335(47)(102) 1.711(19)(40)
0.32 180 3.968(49)(43) 1.566(19)(17)
0.16 −7.47 165 Ralg Type-I 4.050(57)(43) 1.598(22)(17)
Table 3: Results of r0/a and corresponding lattice scale a−1 from the simulations with various c1’s with
mu,d = ms = 0.04.
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Figure 4: r0mρ vs. (r0mpi)2 for N f = 2+ 1 with ms = 0.04 (left). Right panel is the same plot for DBW2
N f = 0 (β = 1.04), N f = 2 (β = 0.80), and N f = 2+1 (β = 0.72, ms = 0.04) with linear chiral extrapolation
(r0mpi)
2 → 0 for N f = 2 and 0. Error is uncorrelated between r0 and meson spectra.
(green diamonds) simulation in the right panel. The universal line of two flavour points roughly
accommodate the 2+1 flavour points. It is expected because ms is heavy and has less effect on
up and down quark meson masses than u and d quarks. On the other hand, quenched data have
significantly smaller slope than other two data sets leading larger value of r0mρ in the chiral limit.
However, we note that the estimation of statistical errors are not so accurate that they reflect
the actuality completely since the length of total trajectory and the separation between measured
trajectories may not be large enough for some of ensembles.
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